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The nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) center in diamond is a widely used platform for quantum information processing and
sensing. The electron-spin state of the N-V center could be initialized, read out optically, and manipulated by
resonate microwave fields. In this work, we analyze the dependence of electron-spin initialization on widths of
laser pulses. We build a numerical model to simulate this process and to verify the simulation results in experi-
ments. Both simulations and experiments reveal that shorter laser pulses are helpful to the electron-spin polari-
zation. We therefore propose to use extremely short laser pulses for electron-spin initialization. In this new
scheme, the spin-state contrast could be improved about 10% in experiments by using laser pulses as short
as 4 ns in width. Furthermore, we provide a mechanism to explain this effect, which is due to the occupation
time in the meta-stable spin-singlet states of the N-V center. Our new scheme is applicable in a broad range of
N-V-based applications in the future. © 2020 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.386983

1. INTRODUCTION

The N-V center in diamond is a widely used physical platform
for quantum information science and technology due to its
good controllability and long coherence at room temperature
[1–5]. The electron spin, together with nearby nuclear spins,
works as a quantum register for quantum computation
[2,6–12] or a nanoscale probe for sensing magnetic fields
[13–27], electric fields [28], and temperatures [29–31]. This
also enables further applications of the N-V center in nanoscale
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [18,32–34] and electron
spin resonance (ESR) [35,36]. A fundamental requirement
of these applications is that the spin state of the N-V center
can be initialized and read out easily, which is traditionally real-
ized through the same optical pumping process due to a spin-
dependent intersystem crossing (ISC) mechanism.

The energy levels of the N-V center are shown in Fig. 1(b).
When pumped with a laser pulse, the electron spin is excited
from the ground spin-triplet (3A2) states to the excited states
(3E) [37–43]. After a few nanoseconds, the electron spin decays
back to the ground state and emits a fluorescence photon.

Alternatively, an ISC may happen via metastable spin-singlet
states (1E and 1A) with no fluorescence photon emitted, where
the probability from ms � �1 to ms � 0 is much larger than
that of the reverse process [26,44–46]. This induces a spin-
depended fluorescence photon count to be detected; hence,
the spin-state of the N-V center can be read out in experiment.
After repeating the process a few times, the electron spin is pre-
pared in the ground ms � 0 with a high probability [47]. The
mechanism of ISC has been studied and attributed to spin-
orbital and electron-phonon interactions [43]. Recently, a mi-
croscopic model is also provided to explain the electronic states
of the N-V center, the optical transitions, and the ISC [48].

As a fundamental technique for initialization and readout,
the optical pumping process has been parametrically studied,
and the transition rates between the electron-spin states have
been measured experimentally [43,48,49]. In a typical N-V
experiment at room temperature, the spin polarization of
the N-V center to ms � 0 is estimated to be 90% [50], and
a fluorescence contrast between the ms � 0 and ms � �1
to be over 20% can be observed when driving the electron spin
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with a resonant microwave field (i.e., via Rabi experiment).
Furthermore, several new approaches have been proposed to
improve the optical readout efficiency of spin states; further,
the effect of the pumping laser on the nuclear-spin polarization
is also studied in experiments [51–57].

In this paper, we study the effect of the pumping laser’s
width on the electron-spin polarization and provide a more ef-
ficient optical initialization scheme in experiments. We change
the experimental pumping sequence by repeatedly applying
short laser pulses instead of a single long pulse until a steady
spin-state is achieved. Numerical simulation indicates better
polarization could be achieved when the pulse width decreases.
This result is then verified by observing the spin-state contrast
of Rabi oscillation in experiments. We show that the mecha-
nism of this effect is the overall dwelling time of the N-V center
in the meta-stable spin-singlet states. Consequently, by reduc-
ing the pulse width to 4 ns, we observe a 10% enhancement in
spin-state contrast. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for quan-
tum sensing experiment scales as the square root of total
measurement time [47,58]. To realize the same SNR, our
method only spends 0.92 of the time with the traditional laser
pulse method. It implies an improvement at nearly 20%
in terms of experimental efficiency. In addition, we evaluate
the influences from other experimental parameters, including
the laser power, microwave power, and the wait time between
laser pulses. This work provides new insights and improvement
of efficiency for the optical polarizing process in N-V experi-
ments and is thus useful in future applications.

2. RESULTS

The essential idea of this work is to examine the dependence of
the spin-state polarization on laser pulse widths in the pumping

process. The traditional pulse sequence for laser polarization
consists of a single square laser pulse followed with a wait time.
In this work, we extend this single-loop mode to a more gen-
eralized mode, as shown in Fig. 1(c), i.e., a multiloop sequence
by repeatedly applying laser pulses with a wait time in between
for N times. For each case, N is large enough to saturate the
polarization.

In order to evaluate the efficiency of this new sequence, a
rate equation model is built to simulate the pumping process
and calculate the expected polarization at the end of the pro-
cess. Details of the numerical model and simulation parameters
are discussed in the following sections. We apply this new se-
quence in experiments and parametrically study the perfor-
mance of the process. Direct detection of the electron-spin
polarization requires either single-shot spin readout at a cryo-
genic temperature [5] or the help of an ancillary nuclear spin
[59]. In this work, we use the spin-state contrast to evaluate the
electron-spin polarization instead, which is more generalized at
ambient conditions. The contrast is defined as �Imax − Imin�∕
Imax, where Imax and Imin are the maximal and minimal fluo-
rescence counts fitted from the detected signal in a Rabi experi-
ment, respectively. The pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 1(c).
After polarizing the electron spin, a resonant microwave is ap-
plied to drive the spin to oscillate between ms � 0 and
ms � �1 states. Since the spin-state ms � 0 ��1� is associated
with a higher (lower) detected fluorescence counts, the contrast
is actually linear with the polarization in experiments.

We first examine the pumping process by using different
widths of laser pulses in the above sequence. By repeating
the pulse loops, we observe the polarization directly in numeri-
cal simulations. In Fig. 2(a), the results show that, for sequences
with shorter laser pulses, the polarization improves more slowly
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Fig. 1. Experimental scheme and main result. (a) Experimental setup and a single N-V center in diamond. (b) Electron-spin energy-level of N-V
center and the spin dynamics of the pumping process at room temperature. The transition of pumping laser (532 nm) is indicated by the green solid
line, while the radiative (nonradiative) transition is the red solid (gray dashed) line. (c) Pulse sequence of the electron-spin Rabi oscillation using
repeatedly pulse-width-modulated laser. (d) Effect of pulse-width modulation in electron-spin Rabi oscillation. Blue (red) points are experimental
data with 300 ns (4 ns) laser pulses with the pulse sequence shown in (c). The number 33.3% (37.1%) noted in the plot is the contrast value between
the ms � 0 and ms � −1 spin states using the corresponding scheme. Each data point is obtained from 1010 Rabi sequence repetitions for signal
accumulation.
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but finally achieves a higher level and vice versa. To verify these
trends, we perform the corresponding experiments using the
same pulse sequence. For each pulse width, we increase the loop
number N and measure the Rabi oscillation signals. The fitted
contrast, which matches well with the simulation results, is
shown in Fig. 2(b). Both results show that shorter laser pulses
are more efficient in the laser pumping process for initialization
of the electron spin.

Further, we study the saturated polarization level for each
pulse width t s, i.e., the stable value when N is large enough.
The simulation result is shown in Fig. 2(c), where an exponen-
tially decaying polarization is observed as the pulse width t s
increases. This simulation matches well with the above individ-
ual observations. We also verify this numerical expectation with
experiments. For each t s, we increase the repetition times N
and wait time tw until the spin-state contrast saturates. The
final contrast for each t s in Fig. 2(d) matches well with the
numerical simulations. Based on these results, we reveal the re-
lation between polarization and pulse width t s.

In experiments, we demonstrate that this new pumping
method with repeatedly applied short laser pulses indeed en-
hances polarization in the N-V center. For comparison, we
measure the Rabi signals using 300 ns (a typical width in tradi-
tional experiments) and 4 ns laser pulses by this new method, as
shown in Fig. 1(d), respectively. The experimental result
presents a nearly 10% enhancement in spin-state contrast using
this new approach compared with the traditional pumping
method. Since the readout stage and the detection noise remain
unchanged, this improvement implies a nearly 20% savings of
time cost to achieve the same SNR in experiments.

To show the robustness of our method, we also investigate
the influence of different wait time tw and laser power in experi-
ments. In Fig. 3(a), the wait time tw is swept from 10 to 350 ns
and the contrast is measured accordingly, where we set
t s � 4 ns and N � 30. The experimental result shows that,
for tw greater than 100 ns, the polarization efficiency remains
almost stable. For the laser powers, we test both the standard
single-loop (the 300 ns pulse) and the multiloops schemes (the
4 ns pulse) in Fig. 3(b). In both cases, the polarization perfor-
mance is proportional to the laser power and saturates when the
power is over 1 mW. Hence, it can be concluded that, for either
the traditional scheme or our scheme, the effect of the laser
power is almost irrelevant in boosting the polarization perfor-
mance, except for a slight discrepancy between the 4 and 300 ns
curves. This is mainly attributed to the low efficiency of the
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) working in the short-pulse
regime.

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Here, we describe the details of the numerical simulation. The
dynamics of the laser pumping process is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The ground (excited) state is a spin triplet 3A2 (3E) with energy
splitting Dgs � 2.87 GHz (Des � 1.41 GHz) between
ms � 0 and ms � �1 states at zero magnetic field. Because
the dynamics in ms � �1 and −1 are equivalent in the pump-
ing process, we use a reduced six-level system without loss of
generality, including the ground states (j1i, j2i), excited states
(j3i, j4i), and the spin-singlet system involved in ISC (j5i, j6i).
We employ a rate equation model to simulate the transition
process. Here, the state of the N-V center is represented in
a vector P � �P1,P2, P3,P4, P5, P6� with Pi the population
on state jii andPiPi � 1. The population vector changes dur-
ing the pumping process according to equations, which can be
expressed in the matrix form as

d

dt
P � MiP, (1)

where M 0 �M 1� denotes the transition matrix when laser illu-
mination is on (off ). The matrix element of M 0 �M 1� is de-
fined from the transition speed kij from state jii to jji as
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Fig. 2. Numerical simulations and their corresponding experimen-
tal results. (a) For laser pulses with three different widths, the highest
polarization that can be achieved in simulation is dependent on the
repeating times N . (b) The measured contrast using different pulse
widths and repetitions in Rabi experiment. (c) There is a continuous
decrease of the highest polarization when the pulse width t s is increas-
ing from 4 to 200 ns in simulation. (d) Measured polarization (con-
trast) for pulse widths from 4 to 50 ns. Each experimental point is
obtained from 1010 Rabi sequence [Fig. 1(c)] repetitions for signal
accumulation.
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: (3)

Further, details of kij in simulation are shown in Table 1, which
are extracted from Refs. [38,39,43].

The pumping process in a typical N-V experiment consists
of a single square laser pulse and a wait time, as shown in
Fig. 1(c). The target of this process is to initialize the electronic
spin into the ms � 0 ground state with high probability. Here,
in order to analyze the pulse-width-induced effect on spin
polarization, we replace the traditional single square laser pulse
with N repeatedly applied short pulses, i.e., the setting in our
scheme. As shown in Fig. 1(d), each short pulse is of width t s
and a wait time tw is inserted in between. We simulate this
process using the above equation and calculate the polarization
at the end of this process. In simulations with fixed parameters
t s and tw, the polarization is approaching a stable level when the
repeating timesN increases as in Fig. 4(a). Thus, to get the best
polarization for each t s or tw, we choose N to be large enough
(e.g., 400 for most of the cases).

4. MECHANISM

Here, we consider the case where the pumping process starts
with a thermal state P � �13 , 2

3 , 0, 0, 0, 0�. For a single-pulse
loop with a short laser pulse and a wait time, the increased
polarization depends on the value P21 − P12 > 0, where Pij de-
notes the transferred population from state jii to jji in a single
loop. As the pulse loop starts to repeat, the population P2 in-
creases while P1 decreases; thus, P21 goes smaller and P12 goes
bigger. Finally, a steady state is obtained with P12 � P21, and
the pumping process is completed. This process is show in
Fig. 4(a), where for different t s the value P21 �P21� changes with
different speeds. This difference induces different final polari-
zation of the steady states. We also show this effect by plotting
the net transferred population P21 − P12 in a single loop
toward the polarization in Fig. 4(b). For each pulse width
t s, the best polarization is achieved in the steady state where
P21 − P12 � 0. From this simulation, we see that smaller t s
is associated with better polarization, which matches well with
experimental results.

The reason for this pulse-width-induced polarization differ-
ence, however, is the overall population of the N-V center in
the spin-singlet meta-stable states, i.e., states j5i and j6i.
During the initialization process, the transferred population
from state j3i (j4i) to j5i increases (decreases) until a steady
state is reached. Once the N-V center is on the state j5i, it falls
down to state j6i immediately and, subsequently, onto the
ground state j1i or j2i. Since the transition rates from state
j6i to states j1i and j2i are almost the same, this transition
transfers similar amounts of population to the ground spin-
states and reduces the final polarization of the whole pumping
process.

Therefore, reducing the dwelling time on the meta-stable
states would increase the final polarization level in the process.
To confirm, we integrate the population and calculate the
probability of the N-V center on states j5i and j6i during
the pumping process (including the wait time) in simulation.
The relation between the probability at the meta-stable states
and the occupation of the laser over all the process t s∕�t s � tw�
is shown in Fig. 4(c), where the probability decreases almost
linearly with the occupation value. A direct relation between
the final polarization and the meta-stable state probability is
also shown in Fig. 4(d). These results can be used to explain

Table 1. Transition Rates in Numerical Simulation

kij Transition Rate (ns−1) kij Transition Rate (ns−1)

k13, k24 0.628 k45 0.1884
k31, k42 0.4396 k56 6.28
k35 0.0314 k61 0.020724
k62 0.013816 k6� k61 � k62
k3� k31 � k35 k4� k42 � k45
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Fig. 4. Mechanism and simulation results. (a) The population trans-
fer P21 and P12 eventually converge to the same value as the repetition
N increases. Here, Pij denotes the population transfer from jii to jji.
(b) Difference between P21 and P12, which indicates the net transfer
between j1i and j2i. (c) Probability (blue) at meta-stable spin-singlet
states (j5i and j6i) and the corresponding final polarization (red) with
the occupation of the laser over all the process t s∕�t s � tw�. (d) Direct
relation between the final polarization and the probability at meta-
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the mechanism of the pulse-width-induced polarization en-
hancement, which is in fact due to the reduction of the dwell-
ing time on the meta-stable spin-singlet states during the
pumping process.

5. EXPERIMENTS

To demonstrate, we use a home-built optically detected mag-
netic resonance (ODMR) system to address and manipulate the
single N-V-based centers in a type-IIa, single-crystal synthetic
diamond sample (Element Six). As shown in Fig. 1(a), the
532 nm pumping laser is focused on the sample via a 100×
oil-immersed objective. The emitted fluorescence ranging from
650 to 800 nm is spatially filtered through a 50 μm pinhole and
finally collected by an avalanche photodiode (APD) for single-
photon counting. A low magnetic field with a few Gauss is ap-
plied along the N-V axis to split the energy levels of ms � �1.
A microwave field used to drive the electron-spin state is
generated from the microwave source (Rohde & Schwartz
SMIQ03) and amplified by a wideband amplifier (Mini-Circuits
ZHL-42W) to drive the transition between ms � 0 and
ms � −1. An impedance-matched copper slot line with a gap of
0.1 mm with an Ω-type ring (inner diameter 300 μm) mounted
on a coverslip is used to hold the sample and radiate the micro-
wave fields.

In this work, the pumping laser beam is modulated by a
350 MHz AOM before being applied on the sample. The
AOM is driven by a 2.6 GS/s AWG (Tektronix AWG610) with
an output bandwidth over 800 MHz, which is capable of gen-
erating laser pulses as short as 4 ns. In order to suppress the laser
leakage, another AOM is used following the first one, which
turns off the laser in the rest time of the experiments. In order
to measure the spin-state contrast, we perform a Rabi oscilla-
tion experiment, as shown in Fig. 1(c), where the initialization
with traditional square (repeatedly shorter) laser pulses is ap-
plied on the N-V center followed with a resonant variable-width
microwave pulse and another laser pulse for state readout. The
signal is fitted with a cosine function, and the contrast is calcu-
lated with the fitting parameters.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Considering the total overhead in experiments, our method re-
quires an extra time cost of a few microseconds to perform the
laser pulse and wait time for many repetitions. In most N-V
applications, such as sensing remote spins or magnetic signals,
the experiment operation time ranges from hundreds of micro-
seconds to hundreds of milliseconds [35,60]. This increase in
initialization overhead (<1%) is minor compared with the en-
hanced performance in experimental efficiency. For the effect of
N-V optical ionization, the steady-state charge-state efficiency,
which is caused by both the ionization (N-V- to N-V0) and
recombination (N-V0 to N-V-) process, depends on the illumi-
nation intensity and wavelength together at regular laser powers
[58,61]. In our experiment, the laser wavelength (532 nm) re-
mains unchanged, and the power is fixed in most of the cases.
To further consider the effect of the laser’s pulse width in the
ionization process, a more complicated experiment setup
should be used, where a 594 nm laser is applied to a single-shot
readout of the charge states [52].

To conclude, we analyze the pulse-width-induced effect on
the electron-spin polarization of the N-V center in the optical
initialization process and provide a new scheme to polarize the
electron spin with repeatedly applied short laser pulses. This
new scheme provides an enhancement of about 10% in readout
efficiency, leading to a nearly 20% saving of time cost in experi-
ments. Moreover, we build a numerical model to simulate the
optical initialization process and calculate the dependence of
the polarization using different parameters. The result matches
well with the experimental observations of the spin-state con-
trast. By analyzing the mechanism of our new scheme, we con-
clude that the superiority of our method is mainly due to the
reduction of the dwelling time on the meta-stable spin-
singlet states during the initialization process. Our new scheme
could be applied to N-V-based quantum applications in a
broad range and may shed light on understanding the optical
initialization process in the N-V centers.
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